INTRODUCTION

Cases involving sexual abuse are some of the toughest to investigate and prosecute. Sexual abuse in confinement has persistently presented even greater challenge to investigators and prosecutors because of internal and external barriers to reporting, including the behaviors, actions, and decision-making powers of first responders and other corrections staff that may result in the failure to make an official report to law enforcement. Additional challenges include issues related to: the very nature of confinement itself, including an institutional culture that demands its inhabitants be tough and resilient, as well as an inmate’s fear of repercussions for reporting to those charged with caring for, overseeing, and policing every aspect of inmate daily life; evidence collection and retention; identification of pre- and post-abuse witnesses; and the multi-level biases against inmates. Unfortunately, sexual abuse in confinement historically has been minimized and has even been the subject of jokes. Sexual abuse, however, has “severe consequences for victims, for the security of correctional facilities, and for the safety and well-being of the communities to which nearly all incarcerated persons will eventually return.”

In recognition of the severity and consequences of sexual abuse in confinement, Congress passed the Prison Rape Elimination Act of 2003 (PREA), which codified the need for a comprehensive response to the problem on the part of correctional facilities and allied criminal justice professionals. PREA and the subsequent development of PREA standards have provided guidance and mandates attached to federal grant funding that all confinement facilities must follow. While several resources already are available to help confinement facilities comply with standards, the prosecution of those who perpetrate sexual abuse in confinement is necessary to achieve safety within and outside of facility walls, and is integral to preventing future abuse.
Prosecutors have a duty to lead, and their important role in educating allied professionals and the public about crimes involving sexual abuse in confinement cannot be overstated. While cases involving sexual abuse in confinement may seem formidable to investigate and prosecute, they are not; there are several strategies that prosecutors can utilize to overcome obstacles. This article will address steps that will help prosecutors and their multidisciplinary team (MDT) partners ensure safety, accountability, and justice in these cases.

**Using PREA to Improve Multidisciplinary Victim Support: Detection, Reporting, and Response**

PREA and its standards provide guidelines and best practices for corrections facilities and MDT professionals to prevent and respond to sexual abuse in confinement. While these guidelines are helpful, prosecutors must work with other allied professionals to ensure they fully understand how to apply these protocols to their decision-making and daily practices.

There are unique challenges associated with the detection of, reporting of, and response to sexual abuse in confinement. Although PREA standards require that confinement facilities provide — and notify inmates of — at least one way for inmates to report sexual abuse or harassment to an office or entity that is not part of the corrections facility or agency,10 victims may still resist reporting the abuse for a variety of reasons. They include: fear of the offender;11 fear of retaliation and additional attacks from the offender, the offender’s associates, or other inmates; fear of punishment and retribution from corrections staff; mistrust of law enforcement or corrections officers; embarrassment; humiliation; self-blame; lack of self-identification as a victim; and a lack of faith in the criminal justice system. The resistance to reporting may result in delayed disclosure, piecemeal disclosures, minimization of the offender's behaviors, recantation, refusal to speak to law enforcement or prosecutors, and a lack of participation in the criminal justice process. Many of these dynamics and factors exist in cases of sexual abuse that occur outside of prison, but they often are magnified in a correctional setting, as the victim may literally have no “safe place” to go to escape the offender or the offender's associates.12

PREA “standards require facilities to prepare a written plan to coordinate actions taken among staff first responders, medical and mental health practitioners, investigators, and facility leadership in response to an incident of sexual abuse.”13 Prosecutors should work with corrections facilities to ensure not only that the victim and perpetrator are immediately and continuously separated, but that corrections professionals understand the types of potential evidence that may exist in these cases. Corroboration of sexual abuse may be found in places and from witnesses separate and apart from the location of the incident. In a confinement facility, where so many persons have access to various areas within a short period of time, it is crucial to quickly identify places and potential witnesses with which and whom victims and offenders may have come into contact before and after the sexual attack. While PREA standards focus on protecting the “crime scene,” prosecutors should communicate with facility staff to discuss the potential physical and geographic scope of the crime and relevant areas, including places where the victim or offender went before or after the crime, as well as places where and occasions when the offender may have threatened or harassed the victim previously. These actions may lead to the preservation of evidence that is key to corroborating the victim's account of the sexual abuse and connecting the offender to the crime.

**Consider Offender Identity in Ensuring Victim Safety**

Perpetrators of sexual abuse in confinement include fellow inmates,14 corrections staff,15 and members of law enforcement.16 While there are special investigative considerations that must be contemplated in every sexual abuse in confinement case, the identity of the inmate can pose distinctive dynamics that call for particularized attention.

**Abuse Perpetrated by a Staff Member**

Corrections and facility staff can and do exert great authority over every aspect of inmates’ lives. At the same time, the very structure of the corrections staff-inmate relationship often results in the staff member having access to and being familiar with inmates’ most personal experiences. The relationship, therefore, requires a level of professionalism that upholds the balance between the staff member’s duty to maintain order in the facility and the duty to care for its in-
Inmates who report sexual abuse perpetrated by a staff member may be in danger of intimidation and retaliation, including punishment and humiliation, from other facility staff. Other staff may want to prevent the victim from reporting the abuse for a variety of potential reasons, including protection of the facility’s reputation, internal administrative or punitive repercussions to the facility and staff, the avoidance of criminal charges, the potential filing of lawsuits against the facility and individual employees, personal interest in protecting a colleague, the avoidance of increased internal or external oversight of the facility, concerns over failure to comply with mandatory reporting laws, and possible investigations into other criminal or inappropriate behaviors perpetrated by facility staff. Prosecutors should work with law enforcement and internal corrections staff to ensure that the victim knows how to document and report any additional suspected intimidation or retaliation in a safe manner.

Abuse Perpetrated by an Inmate

When sexual abuse perpetrated by an inmate is first reported, responders should ensure that the offender is immediately separated from the victim. When prosecutors become aware of a case, they should request a standing separation order for confinement, transport, and the courtroom, with serious consideration given to whether to keep the victim and offender in the same facility.

Safety must be the preeminent concern when deciding to transfer either the victim or the offender. Prosecutors must recognize that confinement social networks are vast, and information about inmates in one facility can become known to inmates and staff in any facility. In addition to separation from the offender, the victim should be separated from any of the offender’s allies, where possible, to reduce the potential for intimidation or retaliation.

At times, when other efforts have been exhausted, protective custody may be necessary to ensure a victim’s safety. However, prosecutors should heed the standards, which clarify “that inmates shall not be placed involuntarily in protective custody, unless an assessment of available alternatives has been made, and a determination has been made that no other alternative means of separating the inmate from the abuser exist.” Prosecutors and investigators should talk to victims about safety concerns and carefully consider
the extent of the requested separation order and take measures to prevent or minimize any punitive or negative consequences.\textsuperscript{28} Protective custody may isolate victims or obstruct their participation in helpful educational, vocational, therapeutic, and other opportunities. Carefully constructed separation orders can ensure victims have continued access to programming and services, which may be particularly essential after suffering the trauma of sexual abuse.

Reporting sexual abuse to internal agency staff or law enforcement may place the victim at risk for retaliation as well as further attack from predators who are looking for a potentially “vulnerable” victim.\textsuperscript{29} One study identified vulnerable inmates as including “females, [w]hite or multiracial inmates, nonheterosexual inmates, inmates who were college educated, ... inmates who were younger than 25 years ... [inmates who were held] for a violent sexual offense[,] ... inmates with only one arrest[,] and those who had served less time in a correctional facility....”\textsuperscript{30} Although PREA standards require an initial assessment for risk of victimization that includes consideration of mental, physical, or developmental disability; age; physical build; previous incarceration; nonviolent criminal history; prior convictions for sex offenses; sexuality; previous sexual victimization; internal perception of vulnerability; and whether detainment is only for civil immigration purposes,\textsuperscript{31} there is no guarantee that such an assessment will prevent sexual abuse. However, corrections officials should consider these vulnerabilities when making decisions such as housing, bed, work, education, programming, and others;\textsuperscript{32} responders should be aware of vulnerabilities when they respond to a report of sexual abuse; and prosecutors should be aware of vulnerabilities when requesting victim safety and protective measures, evaluating evidence, determining motive, and crafting trial strategies and arguments.

PREA standards allow a victim in a prison, jail, community confinement facility, or juvenile facility to anonymously report abuse to a public or private entity or office that is not part of the agency, and also allow an agency to “utilize a private rape crisis center or similar community support service for these purposes,”\textsuperscript{33} but once an incident has been reported to agency staff or law enforcement, the victim may fear or in fact face retaliation. Significantly, “current and former inmates ... expressed the view that an outside reporting mechanism is essential to encourage reporting incidents of sexual abuse, because inmates often do not feel comfortable reporting to staff and may fear retaliation, especially when the abuser is a staff member.”\textsuperscript{34} Therefore, once an incident has been reported to law enforcement, prosecutors should work with corrections and law enforcement to determine the potential dangers to the victim’s safety and take appropriate steps, including asking a judge to sign protective orders not only to protect the victim from the offender, but also the offender’s allies.

**Working with Investigators: Witness and Evidence Identification, Retention, and Collection, with Special Consideration of Intimidation**

PREA standards require that investigators have specialized training in conducting sexual abuse investigations in confinement settings, including training on interviewing techniques and evidence collection. Prosecutors should supplement this training by helping investigators understand all potential sources of evidence, including any potential witnesses as well as evidence that might be found at, peripherally located near, and away from the actual crime scene, including semen, urine, blood, DNA, and fingerprints.

Upon a report of sexual abuse in confinement, PREA standards require that first responders do the following: “(1) Separate the alleged victim and abuser; (2) Preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be taken to collect any evidence; (3) If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection of physical evidence, request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating; and (4) If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection of physical evidence, ensure that the alleged abuser does not take any actions that could destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating.”\textsuperscript{35}

While first responder requirements are helpful in supporting victims and preserving evidence, prosecutors should ensure that investigators are properly trained to understand the powerful probative value of physical evidence and to
use best practices to isolate, preserve, and document crime scene evidence. Even with limited resources, an investigator with a digital camera, sketchpad, and evidence bags can help paint a picture that proves the reality of the victim's experience. For example, the sexual abuse may have occurred in a closet, but the victim or offender may have gone to another room or area after the incident, and thus evidence including blood, saliva, hair, semen, or urine may be present there. Another example may be that the offender used a broom as a weapon in the commission of the abuse, and he or she obtained that broom from a locker. Preserving that locker may provide crucial evidence that the broom was missing from its usual location at the time of the incident. In addition, if the confinement facility’s surveillance cameras only preserve video or audio for a short period of time before it is recorded over by fresh images, first responders should take the extra step of preserving the surveillance video and audio. While PREA standards don’t specifically require the preservation of surveillance images and sound, their preservation is one example of ways in which confinement facilities, investigators, and prosecutors can work together to secure evidence and support the spirit and intent of PREA and the standards.

PREA standards also include access to medical care after an incident of sexual abuse. Not only is medical care important in the support, protection, and healing of the victim, but it can provide crucial evidence during an investigation and at trial. The fact that the victim submitted to an invasive and timely examination that included evidence collection procedures may help corroborate that the abuse occurred, even if the examination and collection yielded no determinative “injuries” or evidence. Investigators should work with confinement staff, including medical staff, to ensure that medical evidence collection and chain of custody protocols are followed and that medical records are turned over to authorities in a timely manner. Prosecutors should also work with investigators to provide information about the potential significance of certain injuries, e.g., the presence of petechiae on the eyes, which may indicate the victim was strangled, or petechiae on the soft palate of the mouth, which may indicate forced oral penetration, as well as the significance of certain medical evidence, e.g., that the lack of “injury” does not indicate that sexual abuse did not occur.

Understanding the significance or lack thereof of particular medical evidence may provide investigative leads to additional corroborative evidence.

Importantly, investigators should always attempt to Mirandize and interview the suspected offender. Prior to the interview, in addition to reviewing the offender’s criminal history, investigators should talk to other witnesses to determine if the offender made any admissions or engaged in other relevant behaviors that would be helpful to bring up during the interrogation. For interrogations of suspects who are corrections employees, investigators should carefully consider the implications of Garrity v. New Jersey, not only in preparing for questioning, but also in terms of avoiding the use of information that was obtained as the fruit of a coerced or otherwise improper employer-employee interview. Garrity held that “where police officers being investigated were given the choice either to incriminate themselves or to forfeit their jobs under [a] New Jersey statute dealing with forfeiture of office or employment, tenure, and pension rights of persons refusing to testify on ground of self-incrimination, and officers chose to make confessions, confessions were not voluntary but were coerced, and [the] Fourteenth Amendment prohibited their use in [the] subsequent criminal prosecution of officers in state court,” and resulted in the requirement that a public employer provide a Miranda-type warning called a Garrity warning. Failure to provide a Garrity warning may result in statements considered violative of the suspect’s Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination.

Finally, all potential witnesses should be identified and interviews should be attempted. Prosecutors and investigators should work with confinement staff and known witnesses, including the victim, to determine potential witnesses. In cases that occur in confinement, there are potential witnesses that may not exist in cases outside of confinement, as inmates often are divided into groups for housing and other activities. Even witnesses who did not directly observe the crime may have significant relevant information. They may have overheard something, may have noticed the absence of the victim and offender from the group, may be familiar with other behaviors or the reputation of the victim or offender, and may have a unique understanding of any opportunity the offender may have had to attack the victim.
“Gang rape” refers to sexual abuse committed against a victim by several persons in rapid succession. The attackers may be affiliated with an actual gang, but most often are not. Perpetrators of gang rape in confinement may be a loosely or closely affiliated group of persons who engage in gang rape as well as other activities together, but whose identity would not be legally categorized as a gang or encompassing organized crime. Perpetrators of gang rape often target the same perceptually vulnerable victims as other sexual abuse offenders: young, criminally inexperienced, slight in stature, isolated, effeminate, gay, transgender, transsexual, mentally ill, with a mental health issue, or may select a victim based on race, cultural background, or ethnicity. This is also true for incidents of sexual abuse involving actual gangs.

Gang Affiliation

Investigators should immediately identify any possible gang affiliation that might have enabled and/or served as motive for the attack. A gang affiliation may impact the victim’s, offender’s, and witnesses’ potential cooperation with law enforcement throughout the investigation and prosecution of the case. Gang members may have significant hostility toward law enforcement and may not cooperate with authorities, or may even purposely mislead or lie to authorities in order to protect a fellow member. If the victim was attacked by a gang, prosecutors should recognize that the investigation may also extend to the victim’s and offender’s family, friends, and associates outside of confinement. Not only should investigators and prosecutors carefully review gang or organized crime connections to prevent future crimes or retaliation and protect the victim and others, but they should do so with the understanding that these ties might also yield crucial evidence in an investigation, and be significant in charging certain statutes as well as sentencing enhancements.

Intimidation and Retaliation

The potential for intimidation and retaliation against all witnesses involved in a sexual abuse investigation is significant. When victims are in confinement, they may not have the ability to hide from known or unknown allies of their perpetrators, including other inmates as well as staff, who seek to intimidate or silence them. Witness intimidation poses serious investigative challenges, and comes in both obvious and more subtle forms. Intimidation from staff, in particular, may come in less apparent forms, including denial of certain privileges and programming or the addition of other jobs or requirements for the victim. This intimidation can be extremely difficult for the victim to report to others, and for corrections and investigators to identify as actual intimidation that warrants intervention. Prosecutors should ensure that victims and all members of the MDT understand various methods of intimidation and how the intimidation should be reported, documented, and investigated. Intimidation is not an insurmountable challenge, as early steps to keep the victim safe, as well as the provision of avenues that allow the victim to communicate with trusted authorities, may help ensure steps are in place to prevent the offender or the offender’s associates from having access to the victim.

PREA standards include measures to prevent intimidation and retaliation from staff by allowing an agency "to remove alleged staff sexual abusers from contact with any inmates pending the outcome of an investigation ..." The standards also require agencies to have a policy to protect inmates and staff who report sexual abuse or cooperate with investigations from retaliation. Policy protections must include “housing changes or transfers for inmate victims or abusers, removal of alleged staff or inmate abusers from contact with victims, and emotional support services for inmates or staff who fear retaliation.” Those proactive agency protections provide a solid foundation for prevention of intimidation and retaliation, but must be followed up on by prosecutors to ensure continued measures are taken to identify, document, investigate, and prosecute intimidation and retaliation.

TRIAL STRATEGIES FOR CASES OF SEXUAL ABUSE IN CONFINEMENT

When preparing for a trial involving sexual abuse in confinement, prosecutors should consider filing relevant pretrial trial motions, including motions to introduce testimony and evidence concerning: defendant’s other bad acts/404b; res gestae; defendant’s admissions; expert testimony on gangs; expert testimony on victim behavior; expert testimony on medical evidence; and rape shield. In addition, prosecutors should seek to exclude irrelevant evidence of the victim’s other crimes and acts, including the reason for
the victim’s current incarceration. In cases involving intimidation, prosecutors should consider filing motions for the use of closed circuit television, exclusion of certain persons from the courtroom, and admission of hearsay statements under forfeiture by wrongdoing.58

These pretrial motions not only ensure that the prosecution will be able to introduce key testimony in its case-in-chief and on rebuttal, but also will help keep the victim safe and supported throughout the trial. Crucially, if the defendant or the defendant’s associates have intimidated the victim to such an extent that the victim becomes unavailable59 and does not testify, the filing of a forfeiture by wrongdoing motion and admission of the victim’s hearsay statements will ensure that the prosecution can proceed to trial when a victim or witness is unavailable due to the defendant’s wrongdoing.60

The fact that the sexual abuse occurred in confinement and against a convicted individual may impact trial strategy and decision-making. Prosecutors should conduct voir dire to determine what, if any, biases potential jurors hold that would interfere with their ability to be open and fair when evaluating evidence regarding the sexual abuse of an inmate. Similarly, when developing a trial theme and plan, prosecutors must embrace the fact that the abuse occurred in a confinement facility and explain that the facility provided a unique opportunity to perpetrate the sexual abuse. In a confinement facility, an offender – and this is particularly true for corrections staff – can view and track inmates’ schedules and facility layout, both of which are crucial to an offender’s ability to perpetrate the crime.

During their case-in-chief at trial, prosecutors should address the following topics: the circumstances of the report, the presence or lack of physical evidence, the medical examination and any evidence it yielded, the location of the abuse incident, and the offender’s position or status within the facility (for example, the victim’s youth, slight stature, or others’ knowledge of him as a relative newcomer to the criminal justice system and its confinement facilities). All of these are crucial for providing a framework through which finders of fact can evaluate the actual abuse, including how and why the offender selected this particular victim and location.

In addressing the circumstances of the report, the victim should testify to the conditions under which the sexual abuse was reported and to whom. If applicable, the victim should explain the reasons for a delayed report. This is critical to countering the prevalent but inaccurate expectation that “real” victims immediately report their victimization. Victim testimony often provides the clearest evidence of the victim’s state of mind during and after the abuse and is also relevant to the development of an accurate context through which fact finders can assess victim credibility.

While a delayed complaint may result in the destruction of evidence, the lack of this evidence at trial certainly is not dispositive of trial outcome. Corroboration exists in many forms, and prosecutors should ask questions during direct examination to corroborate as many facts as possible. The victim’s behavior after the abuse may itself provide significant corroboration; for example, a victim who previously was social but withdrew from interaction with others after the attack may corroborate the attack by providing behavioral or emotional signs of trauma suffered. In addition, the fact that the victim underwent a medical examination at any time as a result of the sexual abuse may corroborate that the incident occurred, in that the victim presented with a history of a sexual abuse and received medical treatment, even if just to check for possible sexually transmitted infections (STIs) spread by the offender. Undergoing an examination, however, is not proof that an attack occurred. The victim may refuse treatment for several possible reasons, including such extensive post-incident emotional trauma or shock that the victim does not want to undergo an examination. In those circumstances, that refusal should be explained during direct examination. These behaviors may directly tie into the circumstances under which the sexual abuse was reported, which the victim should also testify to in detail on direct examination. It is important for the victim to explain when, why, and to whom the report was made, as the victim’s feelings and state-of-mind are relevant to the victim’s credibility.

Prosecutors also can call an expert to testify regarding sexual abuse victim behaviors to explain behaviors that are commonly seen and misperceived, including a delayed complaint, minimization of the abuse, piecemeal disclosures, lack of cooperation with authorities, and recantation.61

In addition to the victim’s behavior, the defendant’s behavior before and after the attack may corroborate its occurrence. If the defendant was watching, following, or harassing the victim in any way, other inmates or corrections staff — or surveillance video — may have witnessed these actions and can
testify to them. Where and when the sexual abuse occurred can provide important evidence of the crime, as location and time provide a usually small window during which the victim could have been attacked. Even in cases involving a delayed complaint, facility records and time logs would likely show which inmates and staff had access to certain areas of the facility, thus providing key corroboration.

Finally, there are corroborative opportunities in looking at the victim and offender’s status within the prison, including their allies and other group or gang affiliations that may have provided an opportunity or motive to attack the victim. Tattoos, phone calls, prior acts, prior crimes, and other activity both in and outside of prison can provide significant substantiation of these relationships or connections. Mental illness, mental health issues, race, youth, criminal inexperience, a perceived lack of street savvy, a victim’s physical stature or qualities in relation to the offender, gang ties, or actual or perceived homosexuality may themselves provide motive, as rape is an act of power, dominance, and control.62

**CONCLUSION**

PREA has helped increase the awareness and understanding of the importance of preventing, detecting, and responding to sexual abuse in confinement by allied criminal justice professionals. While the standards and protocols have provided a framework for best practices and accountability within corrections facilities, prosecutors must take a leadership role in ensuring that the practices articulated in PREA, as well as those that complement its mission, are fully understood, implemented, and maintained throughout the investigation and prosecution of a case. They must work with allied criminal justice professionals to prioritize the investigation and prosecution of all sexual abuse and train those who are involved in detection and response to understand the extent and meaning of evidence and witness identification, retention, and collection; effective victim-centered, offender-focused prosecution strategies; and practices that enhance victim safety and protection. By working together, prosecutors and other professionals can continue to work toward eradicating sexual abuse in confinement and bring offenders to justice.
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1. Sexual abuse of an inmate, detainee, or resident by another inmate, detainee, or resident; and
2. Sexual abuse of an inmate, detainee, or resident by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer:

   Sexual abuse of an inmate, detainee, or resident includes any of the following acts, if the victim does not consent, is coerced into such act by overt or implied threats of violence, or is unable to consent or refuse:

   1. Contact between the penis and the vulva or the penis and the anus, including penetration, however slight;
   2. Contact between the mouth and the penis, vulva, or anus;
   3. Penetration of the anal or genital opening of another person, however slight, by a hand, finger, object, or other instrument; and
   4. Any other intentional touching, either directly or through the clothing, of the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thigh, or the buttocks of another person, excluding contact incidental to a physical altercation.

   Sexual abuse of an inmate, detainee, or resident includes any of the following acts, with or without consent of the inmate, detainee, or resident:

   1. Contact between the penis and the vulva or the penis and the anus, including penetration, however slight;
   2. Contact between the mouth and the penis, vulva, or anus;
   3. Contact between the mouth and any body part where the staff member, contractor, or volunteer has the intent to abuse, arouse, or gratify sexual desire;
   4. Penetration of the anal or genital opening, however slight, by a hand, finger, object, or other instrument, that is unrelated to official duties or where the staff member, contractor, or volunteer has the intent to abuse, arouse, or gratify sexual desire;
   5. Any other intentional contact, either directly or through the clothing, of or with the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thigh, or the buttocks, that is unrelated to official duties or where the staff member, contractor, or volunteer has the intent to abuse, arouse, or gratify sexual desire;
   6. Any attempt, threat, or request by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer to engage in the activities described in paragraphs (1)-(5) of this section;
   7. Any display by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer of his or her uncovered genitalia, buttocks, or breast in the presence of an inmate, detainee, or resident, and
   8. Voyeurism by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer.

   Voyeurism by a staff member, contractor, or volunteer means an invasion of privacy of an inmate, detainee, or resident by staff for reasons unrelated to official duties, such as peering at an inmate who is using a toilet in his or her cell to perform bodily functions; requiring an inmate to expose his or her buttocks, genitals, or breasts; or taking images of all or part of an inmate’s naked body or of an inmate performing bodily functions.” 28 CFR section 115.6. Definitions related to sexual abuse, at 37200.
"The standards themselves refer to persons confined in prisons and jails as ‘inmates,’ persons confined in lockups as ‘detainees,’ and persons confined in juvenile facilities or community confinement facilities as ‘residents.’ For simplicity, however, the discussion and explanation of the standards refer collectively to all such persons as ‘inmates[,]’ and therefore, this article will utilize the term ‘inmate.’ National Standards, supra note 2, at 37107, n.1.
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